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Statement
cloakroom

Clearwater
Formoso bath

The brief

Create a showstopping cloakroom for guests to use in
a modern but quirky bungalow.

Roper Rhodes Frame
unit basin and WC
Vado Omika Brassware

Vogue radiator

Original Style tiles

Find us on
3D drawings
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The solution

The clients wanted to create an impact with this
guest cloakroom.
The standalone bath creates a wow factor,
enhanced by the statement tiled wall. Lighting
underneath the platform the bath sits on gives the
illusion of the bath levitating.
The Vado Omika brassware was chosen specifically
for it’s beautiful geometric detailing. It adds some
quirk to the minimalist design of the bathroom.

“

This project was a
dream to work on! It’s rare to design
such a large cloakroom, and especially
one that makes such a statement.

We picked a HIB Ambience mirror
to fill the wall as you walk into
the cloakroom. At 140cm wide it
grabs your attention instantly,
but also adds additional light to
an otherwise dark room.

I had great fun with the clients creating
this room and was really able to push
the boundaries. The bath is such a
talking point, but my favourite part was
adding the lighting underneath to make
it look like it’s levitating.
Arran, Designer

Meet the

Designer
Arran Barker-Hutchings
Experience: 6 years
Based at: Romsey
Favourite colour: Copper

I love working on bathroom projects with a
twist. I’m a huge fan of anything that’s a bit
funky or has some quirk to it.
One of my favourite projects to work on
was a bathroom in an American style
house that allowed me to push the
boundaries of design. I came up with some
crazy ideas that the clients loved and let
me run with. I was even able to design
some units and have them made.

T 01794 338555

I like taking ordinary spaces and showing
clients all the different possibilities.

E arran.barker-hutchings@elliotts.uk

